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NEWSLETTER
The Newsletter is the quarterly publication of 
the Morris Federation. The aim is to provide a 
platform for news, views and announcements 
relating to the world of traditional dance and 
associated activities. The Newsletter goes out 
to each member group and individual member 
of the Morris Federation. Additional copies can 
be ordered by group members at an additional 
cost per copy of £10 for one year’s issues. To 
be a living publication the Newsletter must be 
read so PLEASE PLEASE make sure that your 
copy gets circulated as widely as possible. The 
on-line version will be available shortly after 
the printed copies have been distributed.

MEMBERS’ MANUAL
All members of the MF should have a copy 
of the Members’ Manual.  This contains a lot 
of material that members may need to refer 
to from time to time.  If you have misplaced 
the free copy sent to you when you joined, 
a replacement (or additional copies) can be 
purchased from the MF Secretary at the cost of 
£6.50 (inc. p&p) each.  Please make cheques 
payable to ‘The Morris Federation’.
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EDITORIAL
Is there any common sense in the Commons?   

Our chosen traditional activity seems to have become 
increasingly affected  by recent  legislation. We are 
already required  to take care lest we offend by 
dancing to unlicensed amplified music, singing and 
playing in unlicensed premises, or risk suspicion of 
paedophilia if we encourage minors to join our teams 
without approved supervision. 

Morris dancing was reprieved from PEL requirements 
but the position of Appalachian dancers and Mummers 
is still an issue, as is live music in pubs. Thankfully the 
new government have backpedalled over proposed 
child protection measures but CRB checks are still 
required in certain circumstances.

The new equalities legislation may require single sex 
sides with over 25 members  to revise their constitution 
to retain their current status. The Federation itself 
shouldn’t be affected, unlike the Morris Ring, which is 
facing some difficult decisions.

               Colin             

Front cover photograph:   Merrydowners Morris and the Giants of Aras and Douai.
    (Credits  for Autumn Issue: photo by Brian Tasker, submitted by John Bacon).

Printed by:    Hedgerow Print Ltd, Crediton, Devon. 

ADVERTISING
The Morris Federation does not necessarily endorse any product 
or service advertised in or with the Newsletter. Enclosures, other 
circulars, and items of advertising relevant to commercial products can 
be distributed with the Newsletter.  A fee is charged to the advertiser 
for this service.   Enquiries concerning any form of advertising through 
the MF should be addressed to the Newsletter Editor.

                   NEW ADVERTISING RATES  (from March 2010)
  Commercial        Commercial Member club
  Black & White     Colour      event/recruitment  

  Full page      £60     £75     £30
  (portrait)
  Half page       £30     £40     £15  
  (landscape)
  Quarter       £20      £30     £10
  (portrait)
  Eighth      £10      n/a     £ 5

Limited space for colour adverts available. All adverts will appear on 
Web edition of Newsletter as well as paper copy.  Prices are for art-
work ready. Jpg or pdf format preferred for any illustrations. MS Word 
docs may require some reformatting. Cheques payable to ‘The Morris 
Federation” . Discount for mulitple insertions - please enquire.  All 
copy & payment to the Newsletter Editor.
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MORRIS FEDERATION SHOP

All prices are correct at time of printing, include p&p within the UK and apply to members only.
Order form on the Federation web site or from the treasurer.

© The Morris Federation 2010 

PUBLICATIONS:

Cotswold Glossary: An invaluable reference book including definitions of steps and figures found in two or 
more traditions; a cross-reference to all Cotswold traditions and types; terms used by different authors for the 
same movements; Morris musicianship and much more.  £5.75 
Adderbury: Produced jointly by Tim Radford and The Morris Federation, this book contains the history of 
the tradition, copies of original notation from the Blunt manuscript and modern notation with easy-to-follow 
diagrams for 13 stick and 13 hanky dances. Includes photographs and music.  £6.25 
North West Morris: This book contains notations, illustrated with figures and diagrams for ten of the best 
North West Morris dances, originally researched by Trefor Owen.  £5.75 
Wheatley: Wheatley is a very pleasing tradition to dance and yet one of the most straightforward. This 
book was produced from a complete review of source material and includes current practice and innovation. 
£5.00 
Hinton: Traditional and creative Morris by Sue Swift.  £5.75 
Abram Circle: Provides background, complete notation, pictures and music for the Abram Circle dance. The 
dance originates from the North West but has a different structure to most North West dances.  £4.75 
Molly: Dancing into the Twenty First Century, by Tony Forster  £5.25 
Winkleigh Morris Collection (3rd Ed.) by Colin Andrews £5.50   Original dances, Border & Cotswold style

BOOKLETS: A series of A5 sized booklets with between 8 and 20 pages
Warm-up exercises: Clear diagrams and careful explanation of exercises designed to prepare dancers and 
reduce the risk of injury. £0.90
Raglan Bantamcocks Morris: characteristics of the tradition, notation and some music  £1.75
Twenty Years On, 1975-1996  £1.25
Women and the North West Morris Dance  £0.90
Beginners and Basics: Roy Dommet’s ideas on the basics of Cotswold.  Essential reading for leaders and 
foremen.  £1.25
Border Morris: a brief outline   £0.90 
A Few Facts About the Morris   £1.00
 
PROMOTIONAL GOODS:

Stickers: 4” diameter bearing MF name and logo – self-adhesive for music cases, files, etc. £0.50
Leather Badges: 2” in diameter bearing MF name and logo (Black and colour on natural background or Gold 
on black background)  £1.25
Leather Key Rings: 2” in diameter bearing MF name and logo on natural background  £1.25
 
BELLS: 

    25  50  100
 Brass 3/4” £9.00  £16.00  £32.00
 Brass 7/8” £9.00  £17.00  £33.00
 Brass 1” £11.00  £20.00  £39.00
 Brass 11/8” £12.00  £23.00  £45.00
 Brass 11/4” £16.00  £32.00  £62.00
 Nickel 3/4” £9.00  £16.00  £32.00
 Nickel 7/8” £9.00  £17.00  £33.00
 Nickel 1” £11.00  £20.00  £39.00
 Nickel 11/8” £12.00  £23.00  £45.00
 Nickel 11/4” £16.00  £32.00  £62.00

COMPACT DISCS
The Magic of Morris - Double CD £16.00
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President ’s 
Prologue

Barry Goodman

 COMMITTEE  COMMUNICATIONS

5

Bros performing to a huge, appreciative audience, 
while down at the food market Mortimer’s and 
Eynsham complemented each other well – the 
sophisticated, French music-led precision of 
Mortimer’s and the wonderfully rustic style of 
Eynsham’sclassic village Morris team.  On the 
terrace outside the Queen Elizabeth Hall, Stone 
Monkey performed their rapper and longsword 
dances to much acclaim, Belles entertained the 
crowd with their unique two- and three- person 
jigs and Boggart’s Breakfast brought a touch of 
the “dark side” to the proceedings. 

Meanwhile, inside the QEH, a free concert was 
taking place, featuring such acts as Dogan 
Mehmet and the Deerhunters and Mawkin (a 
few Morris dancers there as well!).  Big evening 
concerts included the Imagined Village, Demon 
Barber Roadshow and Morris On, and there was 
a première showing of the film, “The Way of the 
Morris” by Tim Plester, a documentary following 
Plester’s search for a connection with the native 
dance traditions of his family. Laurel Swift’s 
“Spring Force” crossover dance project was also 
premièred, bringing contemporary street dance 
and Morris dance together.

As an opportunity to raise the profile of Morris 
dancing and give the public a chance to see 
the range and variety of the Morris, this event 
succeeded brilliantly; it also provided a chance 
to explore the links between Morris and the rest 
of the folk arts and, indeed, the wider world of 
art.  The South Bank and Hammersmith Morris 
are to be congratulated for producing such a 
good event, and we can only hope that there will 
be more in the future.

Raising the profile was also a theme at the 
Recruitment Conference held at the beginning 
of October.  A full report of this event appears 
elsewhere in this Newsletter, but let me just say 
that it was lively and fruitful meeting, resulting 
in a paper which is now available to all teams 
in the three Morris Organisations, and some 
thoughts about the PR role of the Joint Morris 
Organisations.

And so to the AGM – a very successful and 
enjoyable day’s dancing in Maidstone, opened 
by the Mayor and splendidly organised by 

I’ve had a lot of positive response following 
my remarks in the last President’s Prologue 
about performance standards, and about 
Roy Dommett’s letter as featured in the same 
newsletter – I’ve been hearing of Musicians’ 
workshops and performance workshops being 
planned, so watch out for news of this via the MF 
Broadcasts and on the Morris Federation blog.  
If you don’t already subscribe to the blog, take a 
look at it on the MF website (www.morrisfed.org.
uk) where you can register and start talking to 
other Morris dancers in the Federation.

At the AGM in September (of which more later), 
I made plain my intention to re-introduce the 
mentoring scheme, whereby sides can have 
advice from experienced dancers on matters of 
performance, music and so on.  The idea of the 
scheme is to help teams to take a look at what 
they do, think about how to develop the good bits 
and maybe try out new ideas that perhaps hadn’t 
been considered before. I’m hoping that teams 
will take this opportunity to talk with a “critical 
friend” and take as much or as little out of the 
process as they wish.  I’m currently recruiting 
experienced dancers as mentors, and hope to be 
able to launch the scheme officially very soon.

I paid a flying visit to the “5,000 Morris Dancers” 
event on London’s South Bank at the beginning of 
September, and was hugely impressed with what 
I saw!  The installation of David Owen’s pop-art, 
folk-referenced models and pictures formed the 
backdrop for some outstanding Morris dancing 
by a variety of teams representing Sword (Stone 
Monkey), Border (Boggart’s Breakfast), Cotswold 
(Hammersmith, Eynsham, Moss Brothers,Belles 
of London City and Pecsaetan), Molly (Gog 
Magog) and North West (Mortimer’s).  Under the 
gaze of Owen’s Morris Stormtroopers, lined up 
along the balcony of the Royal Festival Hall, I 
watched Hammersmith, Gog Magog and the Moss 



Kettlebridge Clog.  Although the majority of 
the teams were fairly local, the dance spots 
around the town gave us a good opportunity to 
show some high-quality Morris to the people of 
Maidstone.  The meeting was well-attended, and 
again the organisational skills of Kettlebridge 
were more than evident in the smooth running 
of the event.  The business of the meeting was 
dealt with quickly, and AOB brought some lively 
discussion about websites.  Rhiannon Owen was 
presented with a commemorative badge as the 
outgoing Notation Officer and Jerry West was 
elected as her successor.  Badges were also 
awarded to all the members of the host side, who 
then provided a very entertaining music session 
for those who were able to stay for the evening.

Finally, a plea to all the secretaries, bagmen 
and women who receive the paper copy of this 
newsletter:  I know that many of you find ways 
to circulate it amongst the members of your 
teams, but could you please remind them that 
the Newsletter is also available on-line at http://
newsletter.morrisfed.org.uk– we want everyone 
to have access to the Newsletter, so please help 
us to make the on-line and paper versions as 
widely read as possible!

Enjoy your winter wassailing, Guizing, Mumming, 
Plough-Monday dancing and any other events 
you may be taking part in over the Christmas 
and New Year!

Happy dancing,

Barry 

Sign  outside pub in Maidstone

Words by Philip Edwards to the tune ‘Country 
Gardens’.

Big ones, little ones, short ones, thin ones.
Smiling and laughing on the garden centre 
                 shelf    
There are gnomes, frogs, pixies, Buddhas by 
        the score     
If you look very carefully you’re bound to find  

an elf    .
Concrete naked ladies pouring jugs of water.
A Green Man staring with his tongue sticking

 out    .
Artificial guarantees of year round colour
Through frost, fog, force 10 or a lengthy 

Summer drought            .

But something is missing from the ornamental
 corner ,

An absence acute from our horticultural art.
A cheeky, cheery chappy to lift your very soul
Bringing smiles, mirth and happiness to jollify

 the heart   . 
See, I’m a Morris dancer, I entertain the street.
You’ll see me every Summer with hankies,

 sticks and bells       .
Where’s my little biddy me to dance beneath 
                                                 my rose bush?
To trip the light fantastic through this Summer’s

sunny spells.

Hear this passioned cry from the culture of our 
             country 
You Oriental moulders of the polystyrene tat.
Craft us some Morris dancers to caper ‘cross 
    the cabbage patch  
Build them bright and breezy with flowers on 
         their hat.
Provide us with a side of six, all similar but 
     different
Some bearded, some portly, or a sober one by 
             chance.
With baldricks, bows and bellpads in the colour
               of their team,
Providing a reminder of our nation’s finest 
        dance.

SOMETHING’S MISSING    
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Saturday 12th March Morris Musicians Day Course, Moulton, Northants, 9.30 - 6 pm (This is a 
Morris Ring event but is open to all musicians with some experience of playing for Morris).  Different 
group sessions will be available with ‘tradition specific’playing skills - Cotswold, Molly, North-West, 
etc. So far the following tutors are booked: Chris Leslie, Simon Care, Andy Richards, and Saul Rose.
Food will be provided plus an evening pub session for those interested in staying on.
Full details available from Simon Care: melodeonplayer@hotmail.com  Tel: 01604 670192
 
Saturday 23rd April Hook Eagle Morris Men’s St George’s Day Monster Dance Out. Walking tour 
of Odiham, dancing mainly in the ancient Bury, pedestrianised for the day. This is a free event and  
a hog roast and beer tent is planned for sustenance  throughout the day. Make contact now if you 
are interested in celebrating St George’s Day 2011 in style. Full details from John Ellis, Bagman, 
Phone +44 (0)1252 642444- Email bagman@hookeagle.org.uk   

20th -22nd May  Winkleigh Morris Frankensnights Weekend of Dance, Merton, Devon. Contact 
details on website www.bonnygreen.co.uk/winkleigh.htm or ring 01363 877216. 

COMING EVENTS    
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It has been a long time coming but now, Roy’s health permitting, we will be having a weekend of talks and dance workshops led by 
Roy Dommett in 10 sessions from Friday evening until Sunday lunch time. 

From Roy :-
“Following the pattern of the Halsway Manor, Boys Town Barry and Lains Barn Wantage weekends, nearly 40 years of promulgating 
what is known about the 19th and early 20th century traditional morris. Not what the clubs do now but how it possibly was then. 
All our knowledge is from the period of terminal decline, with the consequential bias, not helped by the collectors knowing what they 
wanted to find rather than recording everything, including the social backgrounds. But they would not have understood it, would 
they”

Roy is now 77, in fragile health but with his love of the morris and interest in its present performance and future undiminished. 
Therefore he is still willing to talk and instruct. He was awarded the EFDSS Jubilee medal and then the Gold Badge for services to 
morris. A dancer for 20 years and then a musician for nearly 30. His last workshops were 10 years ago in California. 

The workshop and lecture sessions will be held at Isca College of Media Arts, Earl Richards Road South,  Exeter.  Cost for the 
instructional side of the weekend should not exceed £17.50 and should be less but accommodation will be extra. In the first instance 
we are asking for a deposit of £5 per head. If we have to cancel part of this may be refundable. 

We have a lot of detail still to be sorted but this advert gives you the chance to book a place. To book please send deposit cheques, 
made payable to Great Western Morris, to  Duncan Moss, 41 Firleigh Rd., Kingsteignton, Newton Abbot, Devon TQ12 3NH. If you 
are booking on behalf of a number of individuals please make sure you include all their names, a contact email address and phone 
number with your booking. More information from mike.boston@lineone.net

This workshop is being facilitated by Great Western Morris in gratitude for all Roy has done for us and many other teams. Early 
booking is advised. The workshop will have been publicised using other networks prior to publication of this newsletter.

Preliminary Notice 

OUR COTSWOLD MORRIS HERITAGE
An Insight into the way it was 
A weekend workshop led by 

Roy Dommett
Exeter 15th– 17th April 2011
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RESPONSES TO ROY
Dear Sir,
 
I would like to share a few thoughts about a letter and an article in the last edition of the 
newsletter.
 
On first reading Roy Dommets letter I was prepared to take exception to some of the comments 
but on reflection I find I agree with most of the letter.  In particular, his comments about bad 
manners and tempo needed to be said as both problems are endemic in the Morris.
 
Whilst Morris is an amateur genre it need not be any more amateurish than is necessary from 
the fact that the dancers and musician have other jobs to do and perhaps cannot devote the 
necessary time to produce perfection.  Also, there need as he hinted to be a connection between the 
audience and the dancers, without that performance is self-indulgent.
 
This leads me to the John Kirkpatrick article.  It is clear that his theatre and professional 
experience colour his views on the Morris.  For instance when he complains about fools talking 
too much he also complains about working the audience, which is part of the function of the 
fool.  Where Dommet seems to like Morris characters Kirkpatrick does not and this is the main 
area where I would disagree with his views.  The fool, horse and other characters are as much 
part of some traditions as the dancers and, in the same way that he dances are preserved and 
allowed to develop if they are performed, so are the characters.  It is wrong in my opinion to 
stop a traditional performed artifact merely because it is not often done perfectly. The characters 
provide colour and amusing light relief for the audience and are therefore part of the performance 
as a whole.  
 
Yours faithfully
 

Allan Baldwin             Squire: Solway Morris

Dear Sir, 

I write in response to my friend Roy Dommett’s letter published in the Autumn issue of your 
Newsletter. Whilst it may be difficult to disagree with what he says I do feel that he is being 
more than a little severe. There are times when we can all be accused of bad manners and lack of 
professionalism but I feel there are some points that we should not lose sight of. 

Morris Men are street performers, generally dancing as amateurs with little or no performance 
training. Even though we strive for perfection I am afraid that it is just not possible. Having 
said that, some do manage to get quite close. With the hordes of dancers seen these days at 
festivals, the audience is very often overshadowed by the sheer weight of numbers. Added to this, 
as he rightly says, there are long lines of musicians with all of their accumulated clutter. Is it 
any surprise that the things he complains about happen. Has Roy missed the point? Should the 
criticism be aimed at all those who organise the festivals and the format that is generally used 
throughout the country?  Would it make more sense to look at the inadequate conditions and 
stages which performers are expected to use and modify things to prevent the conditions which 
promotoe the criticism arising in the first place. Mind you, all it not bad, far from it. 

The comments about speed are only relevant if the team are of an age when they will cope 
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athletically with it. Most teams I see contain dancers, both men and women, who are long past 
their prime, and therefore it is not relevant unless you wish to exclude the seniors from the team. 
If that were the case I for one would have gbeen out on my ear years ago. 

Discipline is an issue which you can debate forever. Great care is needed as it may be at the 
enxpense of enjoyment, and how soon does it turn into bullying?  However, I do not think it is as 
bad as Roy would lead us to believe. 

One area he does not cover is that of costume. I have always approved of the ladies as they are 
attaractive, feminine and lovely to look at. Why, oh why do they very often wear ciostumes which 
do them no favours at all?

Musicians and practice can be a touchy subject. The important thing is that we all have lots of 
fun and ask ourselves the questions, did the audience enjoy it, an  audience of three being just as 
important as three thousand. If the answer is yes, does it matter if the skill level is sometimes a 
little below par? Remember that a poor performance is better than no performance at all.

One small point - Roy used to dance with a team that never practices at all. I know this because 
I danced alongside him, and the standard produced was as good as anything I see today.  They 
had a crafty way of sorting things out but that is now a long and distant memory. I wonder if he 
remembers a certain traffic jam on a trunk road at a blind junction on a temporary traffic island 
when the Andy Pandy suit appeared. Happy days !

Mike Cherry, Twyford, Berkshire. 

PROPS PROPOSITION
Dear Editor,
 
There is a new website which may interest members of your organisation, www.moviepropbay.
com, launched from within the film and TV industry to open up a new source of fresh, unique, 
interesting and previousely unseen props. 
 
And Morris Dancers falls into that category.  Films, TV dramas, TV commercials, stills shoots, 
documentaries etc are opting to shoot on location in increasing numbers and they all need props 
for set dressing.
 
MoviePropBay is a live database giving industry set decorators, buyers and stylists the opportunity 
to search for props throughout the country.
 
Your Morrismen can list themselves as available. It will cost them a modest £10 per year- no 
other charges or commissions. They can list up to three photographs, a description (if that is 
really necessary!) and contact details.
 
If you want more information please contact me and feel free to lift any pictures off the website.
 
Yours sincerely
 

John Manning
propertymaster/publisher
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THE STICKLEPATH STRANGLER*  
Popular author of medieval mysteries, Michael Jecks is a keen dancer with his local side, 
Tinners Morris. Colin Andrews talked to him at his North Dartmoor home. 

How did you first become interested in Morris?

I’ve always had an interest in folk traditions and Morris dancing was something I’d often thought 
about trying.  When I lived in Surrey, I used to go along to the Fox and Hounds at Tilburstow Hill and 
I’d seen a side dancing there, though I can’t remember what they were called. It was a really old 
world pub in the middle of nowhere, with an idiosyncratic landlord, who ran the place according to 
his own set of rules. Nobody knew what they were, but if you broke them you soon found yourself 
banned !

So when did you actually start dancing?

It was a few years after I moved to Devon in 1997. I’d been at some folk music event at Okehampton 
College with Mike Palmer, the foreman of Cogs & Wheels and assistant foreman of Winkleigh 
Morris. He asked if I’d ever considered Morris dancing and whether I would be interested in joining 
a new men’s Morris side he was hoping to establish. That’s how Tinner’s Morris started. We all lived 
within a few miles of each other – still do, in fact. Many of us had moved to the area  from outside 

the county. 

Why did you decide to move to Devon?

When I was a lad, right up to the age of 15, my parents used to 
come on holiday every year to Devon, and I always thought that 
one day I’d like to live there. Even when I was still employed in the 
computer industry I used to take every opportunity to visit Devon, 
travelling down about once a month. That’s why I set my novels in 
Devon primarily. I wanted to move here. Then there was also the 
notion that if readers visited the locations they could perhaps get a 
feel for what life might have been like there in the fourteenth century 
– it’s the joy of Dartmoor for a historical writer: you can wander and 
imagine just how it would have been seven hundred years ago. And 
of course, one advantage of writing is that you can do it anywhere, 
so after my sixth book had been published, we moved from Surrey 
to Dartmoor.  

Have you ever tried any other form of traditional dance?

No, but I’d like to. I’d love to dance with Great Western – their precision, 
their energy and style, it’s almost beyond ordinary Cotswold. I’d like 
to try Border Morris as well. I remember the first time I came across 
Grimspound. We were booked at the same W.I. event.  I gave a talk 
and then Grimspound came clumping on in their heavy boots with 
‘Yer Uz Come’.   The problem is, I don’t seem to have enough time. 
Next to my desk  I’ve got a melodeon and a fiddle which I hardly 
ever pick up to play. I produce two novels and several short stories 
a year, and if I’m not actually writing, I’m thinking about the next 

Michael Jecks dancing with Tinners Morris - who are also featured in the advert for Kress bell pads.
*The Sticklepath Strangler is the title of one of Michael Jecks’ books. The village of Sticklepath is among the 
many locations around Dartmoor which he has used as a setting for a novel, not where he lives !
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Traditional British Clogs 
Phil Howard - Clogs and Leatherwork 

Full-Time professional Clog Maker 
 

 
 

All clogs made entirely on the premises using only 
                       own soles and leather uppers 
 

Clogs made to order also re-wooding and resoling 
 
                       Rubber soles and heels (shods) supplied 
 

Leatherwork including Badges, Keyrings, 
                                   Ear rings, Bell  pads, belts etc.  

All my own – nothing bought in 
 

For up to date Prices and Events go to: 
www.nw-clogs.co.uk 

or contact on t: 0161 494 0224 
e: jp.howard04@ntlworld.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

scene, so I just don’t have time!

What has been the high spot of your dancing 
life?

I love it all, really. With Tinners it’s like being 
on a constant high, even when we’re not 
dancing out at practices. They really are a 
great bunch of guys. For the last four years, 
it’s been wonderful to dance at the Royal 
Cornwall Show. Strangely enough, one of the 
most memorable and enjoyable occasions 
was during this last summer on a really wet 
and windy evening. We were doing a joint 
stand with Exeter Morris Men, and there was 
absolutely no way we could dance outside. 
We all crammed into the Devonshire Inn, in 
Sticklepath – an old fashioned pub a bit like 
the Fox & Hounds I mentioned earlier – and we 
danced in the bar with its low beams dangling 
with old keys  and antique weapons. The 
CAMRA renowned Tom Cobley at Spreyton 
wasn’t any bigger, but the landlord let us move 
the  tables to one side as far as possible, and 
we danced again.  Fantastic evening!  I also 
really enjoy dancing out on Boxing Day at the 
Duke of York, Iddesleigh. 

And have there been any low spots ?

Apart from the odd hangover, the worst thing 
was not being able to dance for nearly a 
year. I already had a weak ankle through torn 
tendons from an earlier accident – nothing to 
do with Morris – and I fell  very badly again 
on my ankle when my Ridgeback dog bowled 
me over. It was the very first time for several 
months that she’d been able to run free, after 
being confined to a cage and lead for several 
months while she recovered from a life-
threatening spinal infection. Even today I have 
to be very careful with certain combinations of 
dances.  

Have you any unusual dancing experience 
you would like to share?

Not a dancing experience as such, but last 
weekend I was due to take part in a literary 
festival at Poole.   The actress,  Lorelei King, 
whom I had never met, was the referee for the 
event, so to speak. In the exchange of emails 
beforehand she suggested that as it would 
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be Halloween we should all turn up in appropriate 
fancy dress. When I told her the only  time I dressed 
up was in Morris kit, she promised to buy me a beer 
if I turned up in full gear. Which I did  - I’m proud to 
be a Morris man. 

Is there any other side that you have a particular 
regard for, or perhaps hold as a role model for 
Morris?

I’ve already mentioned that I am very impressed 
by Great Western and by Grimspound.  I like what 
Cat’s Eye do – they are very light on their feet and 
have some interesting dances. And Winkleigh, too.  

Is there any aspect of Morris which you dislike?

No, not really. I like it all. I’ve no regret about any 
involvement I’ve had with Morris. It would be good, 
however, to have a much more established  history 
of Morris.  We don’t actually know a a great deal for 
certain about its origins, but the good thing is that it 
is now thriving and continuing to evolve. 

It seems to me to be a very unassuming English 



tradition. Think of all the furore and passion 
when the Government banned fox hunting. 
Would there be thousands of people marching 
up Whitehall if Morris dancing were banned?  
There would be a lot of unhappy people, but 
we’d probably just keep on doing it anyway. 

I am appalled though at how dismissive the 
Government can be about our traditions. Why 
shouldn’t Morris be given the same recognition 
as Scottish and Irish dancing ?

In your research for your novels set in the 
early fourteenth century, have you ever come 
across any references to early forms of Morris 
or related activity?

There is a tremendous amount of medieval 
archive material which would take any one 
person a lifetime to even scratch the surface. 
I did come across a reference to the discovery 
in the Tower of London of a morris costume 
dating from 1405 

I’ve also read an account, I think in the book 
Dungeon, Fire & Sword by John J Robinson, 
which suggests the Moorish dancing was 
brought back to this country by the crusader 
knights. They had witnessed the Moslem 
armies in Jerusalem dancing around their 
camp fires at night to the beat of a drum, 
which also accompanied them in battle. The 
crusader knights thought they could teach the 
peasants back home to keep in step better in 
their fighting forces. It seems pretty unlikely 
to me. 

What other interests do you have apart from 
dancing?

Beer. I brew my own, and I’ve invested with 
a few friends in a special piece of kit which 
allows computer control of the brewing 
process.  At one time we did consider setting 
up a microbrewery when one of the village 
pubs was up for sale. 

I also enjoy walking, camping on the Moor, 
drawing, painting, photography – and, of 
course, history and reading. I’m always willing 
to help novice authors, too. But above all, my 
family comes first! 

Thanks very much for your time !

Snippets
Blackhorse and Standard North West Morris 
from Walthamstow, London are 30 in 2011 and are 
planning celebration events.  Please can ex members 
and friends contact us on blackhorseandstandard@
googlemail.com and then we can send you invitations 
to the celebrations.  More details will be in the next 
edition of the Newletter.

Calling all Morris and Step Dancers
On 15th - 17th July a group of friends are meeting at 
the Green Man, Howe, Street, near Chelmsford, for a 
weekend of music, song and dance. They would like 
to invite as many dancers as possible to join in the 
fun. Free camping behind the pub,good beer, good 
food & good company. No booking necessary just for 
dancing but if intending to camp/caravan they would 
like a rough idea of numbers to ensure enough space 
for everybody. Full English pub breakfasts can also 
be booked in advance.

Further information:
Dancing:    Ray Clark  rayclark10@hotmail.com
Camping:J ohn Haste  j.haste@blueyonder.co.uk
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Who said Morris wasn’t a ‘right-on happening’ thing to do? 
Martin Frost describes a new experience for Sompting Village Morris.

Last October Sompting Village Morris was approached by a friendly music video maker in Brighton 
to bolster the numbers for a dramatic torchlit procession backdrop to Dizzee Rascal’s  rap video 
‘Dirtee Cash’. 

Having just cleared up the mess from their annual Sussex Battle of the Conkers, a team of SVM 
and Rampant Roosters bundled into a minibus and motored up to the London film location at 
Tower Bridge. By 5pm the location was buzzing with film crew, other costumed extras, catering 
trucks, lighting gear, double-decker rest buses and a make-up van where we each got issued with a 
Pinnochio nose, except Sid Wakeham whose own was considered already quite adequate. 

For the following seven hours we processed and paraded around a bonfire with flaming torches to 
the beat of the newly released rap song. Camera units seem to be everywhere and we performed our 
socks off. The Rooster Cockerel, the Sompting Horse, Big Drum and the Sompting stilted giantess 
nearly crippling their operators. The whole effect was ‘sinister carnival’, and not unlike the notorious 
November 5th Lewes Bonfire.  

Dizzee himself worked the hardest but still made time to ‘bond’ with the Morris between takes.

The released video was imaginative, slick and fast, but needless to say most of the Morris ended up 
on the cutting room floor. However, check it out and spot the glimpses of red, gold and yellow tatties 
and the long noses. It was a ruddy hard work but well worth it for the ‘street cred’

file:///SVM/WIZ:factory%20films/Dirtee%20Cash%20link.webarchive

PS   for more SVM shenanagins, including details of our 2011 Panto-themed Ale, see our website: 
http://s-v-m.moonfruit.com

SVM  IN RAPPER VIDEO 

Above & left: Dizzie Rascal’s  video featuring Sompting Village Morris - and, somewhere in the action, 
Rampant Rooster Morris. 
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JMO RECRUITMENT CONFERENCE
There has been much talk in the last year or 
so about the perceived decline in numbers 
of Morris teams and, although the situation is 
not nearly as bad as some of the newspapers 
would have had us believe, there has been 
a drop in the number of member sides in the 
three Morris Organisations over the past ten 
years.  Many of the more successful sides have 
managed to attract new members through on-
going recruitment, specific policy decisions 
about targeting recruitment at specific groups, 
and encouraging friends and offspring to join the 
team.  Others have found recruitment difficult for 
a whole range of reasons, but still want to keep 
dancing and passing on their enjoyment of the 
Morris to others.

The Joint Morris Organisations (JMO) held a 
Recruitment Conference in early October 2010 
to tackle some of these issues.  Hosted by 
Michael Stimpson, Squire of Phoenix Morris, 
the conference was held in Rickmansworth 
and attracted 25 delegates from as far afield as 
Dorset, Somerset, Kent and Oxfordshire, and 
representing all three Morris Organisations. 

The most important thing to come out of the 
day, to my mind, was the need to consider a 
recruitment strategy before doing anything else.  
Deciding why you need new members, what 
target groups they fall into, what resources you 
are likely to need, what your budget will be, and 
what recruitment skills you, as a side, already 

possess is vital to any recruitment campaign, 
whether it is a one-off “blitz” or a continuous 
process.

Delegates were able to share numerous good 
ideas that had helped them with recruitment, 
including workshops, open practices, adverts, 
leaflets, visiting cards, drop-cards, newspaper 
articles, radio and TV and the Internet.  However, 
the importance of research into the most effective 
methods was stressed – what works for one 
team may not work for all!

It was also clear from the conference that 
there is a wider role to be played by the JMO 
in recruitment for the Morris.  There needs 
to be a national strategy for recruitment and 
communication to the general public, which 
should entail a professionally run consultation to 
look at strategic planning for recruitment.  This 
will be an agenda item at the next JMO meeting, 
to be held in February 2011, and hopefully will 
lead to a co-ordinated approach to recruitment 
with a central, national contact point for anyone 
interested in, or wanting to start Morris dancing.

A paper has been produced containing a detailed 
account of the proceedings of the conference, 
and should by now be available to all member 
sides of the three Morris Organisations.   I 
would urge all teams to take a look at it, even 
if recruitment is not perceived to be an issue at 
the moment – recruitment should, ultimately, 
be an on-going process, renewing, invigorating 

and energising the side with new 
enthusiasm and “fresh legs”.  If, 
having read the paper, your team 
has ideas that are not included, 
please let me know about them 
– we could even start a regular 
“recruitment ideas” column in the 
Newsletter!

Barry Goodman

Desperate measures may be needed 
to get  new young recruits. 

(Seven Champions dancing at AGM 
day, Maidstone).

Photograph: Colin Andrews
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Nicola Rushton (past Events Officer, past 
Newsletter Editor, ex-Mortimer’s Morris and Whip 
the Cat Rapper) reflects on her contribution to 
the Morris Federation.

As space in our house becomes tighter I’m forever 
sorting out old files. Recently I came across a long 
forgotten one entitled ‘MF Events, 2001-2002’. 
Sorting through it was a real nostalgia trip...and a 
surprise...as Events officer I was actually quite an 
organised and pro-active person (well, I was 10 
years younger and it was ‘bc’, before children!).

On a serious note the role of Events officer was 
a busy one. I was responsible for finding host 
teams for the annual AGM weekend and ensuring 
its smooth running. I compiled the ‘dancer’s 
diary’ for the quarterly newsletter (in one edition 
in 2001 this was 4 pages long!). I produced an 
‘events newsletter’ to inform members of what 
was happening and (hardest of all) I planned and 
organised morris-related workshops.

I say hardest for 2 reasons. First  because 
finding host teams and people willing to run 
workshops was a challenge! Second because a 
workshop run by the MF was a prestigious event. 
It was ‘expected’ that it would be well organised, 
sufficiently advertised, easily accessible, have 
good food and accommodation, cost the standard 
MF workshop price of £10.00 and be of high 
quality. To be asked to lead a workshop by the 
MF was a real compliment. Ideas for workshops 
would be sparked-off at MF committee meetings 
and on previous workshop feedback forms. This 
led to an interesting mix of workshops which was 
necessary for an organisation representing a 
wide range of dance-traditions. 

During my 2 years as Events officer I organised 
(on behalf of the MF) the following (mainly) well 
attended workshops:

Team Managers (led by ‘industry experts’ and 
hosted by Hereburgh) in Warwickshire, March 
2001 (30+ attendees)
Rapper (led and hosted by Stone Monkey) in 
Derbyshire, October 2001 (23+ attendees)
North West Morris (led and hosted by Rivington 
Morris) in Lancashire, January 2002 (73+ 
attendees)

Morris Issues for Discussion and Debate (led  
by ‘industry experts’) in London, February 2002 
(sadly cancelled)
Clog Dance (led by Jean Smith and hosted by 
Westmorland) March 2002 (6 attendees)
Molly Dance (led by Seven Champs) in London, 
April 2002 (45+ attendees)
Cotswold Morris (led by Stroud Ladies and 
hosted by Cardiff Ladies) in Radyr, October 2002 
(16 attendees)
Rapper (led by High Spen and hosted by Ryknild 
Rabble) in Burton-on-Trent, October 2002 (44+ 
attendees).

I’ll admit I haven’t been on the MF ‘scene’ for quite 
a few years and have probably missed major 
discussions about the need for an Events officer, 
but there hasn’t been one since the end of 2007. 
To maintain high dancing standards, enthusiastic 
and well run teams, appreciation of and a chance 
to try-out other dance traditions, camaraderie 
between teams, a chance to share dances and 
music, inspiration for new dancers (need I go 
on), is it time for this committee postition to be 
re-instated? If it were there are plenty of ideas 
for workshops... including (from past feedback 
forms) Legal aspects of morris, Playing for 
dancing, How to organise a festival, How to 
involve younger members and Presentation and 
Performance – issues as relevant today as they 
were 10 years ago.

EVENT-FUL YEARS
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  20th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS
MERRYDOWNERS 

On the 5th June Merrydowners Morris celebrated 
their 20th Anniversary in style. A double decker 
Bus with 70 Morris dancers and musicians  
entertained tourists and visitors at the Tower of 
London, The Argyle Pub (outside the London 
Paladium), Westminster Abbey , and finally home 
to the Queen’s Head in Pinner and the Great 
Barn at Headstone Manor Harrow. 

Greensleeves Morris , Whitethorn, and Taeppas 
Tump were our guest sides, along with past 
members and guests and partners .

A great day for everyone –warm and sunny. Hard 
work but very rewarding with a variety of great 
styles and music.

Later in July Merrydowners Morris continued 
celebrations in Douai , Pas de Calais  in Northern 
France, for the Fetes Des Gayants (festival of 
Giants ) This festival has it’s roots from the time 
in the 16th Century when Douai was ruled by 
the Belgian kings. During the French Revolution 
the Giants were banned as they represented 
the French Monarchy. The Festival was revived 
during the 19th Century .
 
The King Giant is 8 metres high and require 6 
men internally to operate whereas Merrydowners 
require a minimum of two musicians, a hobby 
horse and 6 dancers plus 9 pints of real ale to 
lubricate and operate! 

We really have enjoyed a great 20th Year and 
we’ll round off the year in grand style with the 
New Years Day Parade from Piccadilly to the 
Houses of Parliament on 1st.January 2011

Merrydowners at the Argyle

Whitehorn at the Tower

THREE SHIRES
It is a well known fact that Three Shires are 20 
years old this year. Planning for this special 
event began several months ago with an Officers 
Meeting being called.

Where to celebrate was never a problem, 
it obviously had to be in the three counties 
surrounding Harthill village, the home of our 
team, being York’shire’, Nottingham’shire’ and 
Derby’shire’ . So now our Birthday Celebration 
Day of Dance plans were starting to take shape. 
Invites were put out to teams and acceptances 
quickly received, venues, coaches and lunches 
were all booked.

Saturday 22nd May and dawn broke to what 
turned out to be a glorious day. The residents 
of Harthill woke to some one-hundred people 
dressed in their multi-coloured Morris costumes 
descending upon the village. Teams for the day 
were Rattlejack Morris, Chesterfield Garland 
(clog), Dukes Dandy (step clog), Wakefield 
Morris, Green Ginger Morris and of course 
Harthill Morris.

Once on the coaches we departed Harthill to our 
first venue in Yorkshire (the 1st shire) descending 
on Clifton Park, Rotherham. Once all teams were 
assembled Three Shires started the day off with 
their opening dance ‘Lancaster Garland’ with 
music from their well rehearsed band. The teams 
then split into two groups; Group 1 dancing in 
the Café Courtyard and Group 2 dancing in and 
around the Bandstand, each group having a half-
hour spot then changing over. Regardless of the 
early start there was still a very good audience 
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sitting around watching in awe.

From here we returned to Harthill for a welcome 
lunch, dividing teams between the two public 
houses, the Bluebell and the Beehive each 
establishment putting on an excellent assortment 
of sandwiches, quiches and chips.

Fed and watered, back on to the coaches for our 
second dance spot at Clumber Park, Worksop, 
Nottinghamshire(2nd shire). The very hot weather 
had brought the crowds out in full force, the car 
parks were full to capacity which meant we were 
certain of a good audience. Again we parted 
company, Group 1 for the triangle walkway and 
Group 2 the main courtyard, each for a half-hour 
or so of dancing, changing over spots so as to 
give onlookers a wide variety of dance.

Flagging from the heat of up to 28 deg, we 
boarded the coach for our last venue, Hardwick 
Inn in Derbyshire(3rd shire), a most welcome 
watering hole for many of us.   (right)

All teams stayed together for this final spot where 
a mixture of traditional Morris and Clog dancing 
entertained the vast audience there.

Having given our all throughout the day, wearily 
we boarded the stifling hot coaches for our 
return journey to Harthill, where the Village Hall 
had been booked for coffee, tea and celebration 
birthday cake. A short ‘Thank You’ speech was 
given by our Chairperson, Doreen Mather, Three 
Shires members then cut the cake.

A Ceilidh with a pea and pie supper was held in the 
evening with dancing to the music of Desperate 
Measures, which proved to be popular as it was 
a total ticket sell out.

A big ‘THANK YOU’ goes to all teams who 
attended and helped celebrate our 20th birthday. 
Thanks also go to our Secretary Lesley Ellam 
and Squire Margaret Roper for all their hard work 
given both behind the scenes and on the day, to 
Diane Parker for her input, to Doreen Mather for 
the refreshments and to Mick Parker and John 
Rankin for the photographs and videos taken 
throughout the day, to all Three Shires members 
just for being there, doing your bit and for keeping 
the team going over the years and last but not 

least to our Musicians as without you we cannot 
dance.

Like all other Morris teams, Three Shires has 
seen numbers diminishing, whether it be dancers 
or musicians but through sheer dedication we 
have always bounced back. We look forward to 
our 25th Anniversary.

Trefor Owen makes Clogs
Also:-Re Woods, Re-rubbers. Re–Irons, 
Repairs, Re-stitches, Re-models to fit, 

Restores, Renovates – you get the picture!
Clogmaking since 1978, using only 
our own Soles, Uppers, Rubbers etc  

Fittings can be arranged and are available at 
No Extra Cost

Contact: The Clog Workshop
Henbont Road.  Criccieth

Gwynedd    LL52 0DG
Works: 07712 822 453 
Office:01766 523 695
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work in progress and the builder has 
promised it will be finished by October the eighth. 
2010! Everything’s a bit late.

We lived for a spell in the motorhome while 
awaiting completion. Then the weather turned so 
we have taken up residence in a holiday chalet 
for a couple of months.

Every time we flit, we uncover long-lost treasures. 
“Ahh, that’s where my tankard disappeared to!” 
is a common sort of cry.

And it’s surprising how many morris sticks turn 
up. Good job too. Two of them currently form part 
of a structure which is holding the telly ariel aloft 
in order that it receives a signal. There are at 
least half a dozen said sticks rolling around the 
boot of my car and I have given pride of place to 
my bells, which are now strapped to the front-
seat headrests. It means I have the gentle toll of 
the bells accompanying me wherever I drive.

For one who is currently without a permanent 
morris side, that soft but persistent and 
characteristic tinkle is a reminder of good times 
past and predictor of more to come.

Sticks. Bells. Tankards. All important elements in 
the daily life of a morris dancer. Not only important 
but valuable. You develop a fondness for your own 
stick which defies explanation. Maybe the weight 
is just right. The bark is suitably battered. The 
bashes inflicted on the surface are all indications 
of memorable action. To dance with a borrowed 
stick would simply not be right.

I have been on morris tours where my £700 
camera has been left in the general heap of bags 
and boxes and found myself much more worried 
about the whereabouts of my stick than the safety 
of the photographic  equipment. A chap has to 
get his priorities right, after all.

And while I’m on this tack, 
let’s hear it for the bells. 
We must all welcome and 
venerate variety. But that 
being said, there are some 
(not many, thankfully) border 
sides around that obviously 
consider bells unworthy. 
They choose to float around 
looking all mysterious and 
wearing soft-soled shoes 

that make ne’er a sound. Not a stomp to be 
seen and certainly no whooping. Or even happy 
faces.

Like, I mean, what’s the point? Morris is supposed 
to be noticed. To be eye-catching and in one’s 
face. An outward expression of joy.

Tatters turn up with great regularity too. Blacks, 
golds, greens, creams, blues and silvers lurk at 
the back of a wardrobe or two and generate much 
story-telling and misty memories each time they 
are uncovered and removed. Which in the recent 
past has happened a lot.

One or two things that don’t turn up in the moves 
are fools’ costumes and horses’ heads on sticks*. 
These aspects of morris were subject of my mild 
rantings an issue or two ago. Good old John 
Kirkpatrick echoed my very sentiments in the last 
issue when he was quoted as saying:
“...I have a personal dislike of the widespread 
use of fools and animals. I think it’s a very hard 
job to do well and unless the character is brilliant 
at it, I think it would be better if they weren’t in 
evidence at all.”

  PAUL WHITE 
A moving story of 

memories
We  moved house recently.   Again!
Actually, we are still in the processof 
moving. That’s because where we 
are moving to is not yet built. It’s a 
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Dance students improgvise morris at last year’s 
Cornwall Festival of Dance.



 The Lincoln Morris Festival took place on the 
4th and 5th of September and was the fifth 
annual celebration of Morris dancing in the 
city.  This year’s festival was the biggest yet 
and spanned two days of activities around the 
beautiful Cathedral city of Lincoln.

The festival attracted 17 different Morris teams 
from across the East Midlands and Yorkshire, 
representing a diversity of styles and approaches 
to this most English tradition.  Dance displays 
took place around the city centre and historic 
quarter throughout Saturday, breaking at lunch 
for singing, playing music and enjoying Lincoln’s 
fine real ale pubs and tea shops. Dancing 
finished with a final display by the teams outside 
the imposing west front of the Cathedral.  This 
drew a large crowd of interested spectators and 
created a vibrant and colourful showcase of 

  LINCOLN MORRIS FESTIVAL 2010
Morris traditions.

Evening festivities included at grand Ceilidh a 
Lincoln’s Drill Hall, while Sunday’s programme 
featured dance and music workshops, a music 
session and a screening of the acclaimed film 
“Morris: A Life with Bells On”.

Organiser Liam Robinson said “this was the 
biggest Lincoln Morris Festival yet and also 
the most successful. We are already planning 
the 2011 festival, which we hope to develop 
even further. I’d like to thank everybody 
who supported the event and its success 
demonstrates how strong the Morris scene is in 
the East Midlands.”

This year’s nominated charity for the event 
was Lincoln County Hospital Children’s Ward 
and the weekend collection totalled £664.60. 
This is the highest amount raised so far by 
the dancers.  The festival was supported by 
The Lincoln Business Improvement Group and 
Bishop Grosseteste University College.

Next years festival will take place on 3rd and 
4th September 2011. For more information 
contact:

Liam Robinson 
www.minimorris.co.uk
liam@minimorris.co.uk
01522 560 163
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Another item in the Autumn newsletter described the history, style and ethos of Flagcrackers of 
Craven. It all rang true to me – right down to the centrally-heated gazebo, around which we gathered 
with them a couple of times at Upton on the 1st May festival this year.

It was at those sessions we said how wonderful it would be if the side could make it all the way down 
to the Cornwall Festival of Dance one year. It’s a long way for a lot of people to travel, so it would be 
a great undertaking. But we’ve been told there’s a chance they might make it this June. What great 
news. And what a welcome they’ll get.

So here’s hoping they make it. And why don’t you come too? Keep an eye on www.cornishdancefestival.
co.uk

See you there!

*Don’t get going. Get funny!
 



Betty Reynolds 27-9-1922  – 12 -2- 2010) was 
the  First President of the (Women’s) Morris 
Federation. An appreciation of her life appeared 
in the Autumn Newsletter. This article expands 
on the development of Women’s Morris 

Betty was born Elisabeth Nicholas in London, the 
daughter of a schoolmaster.  She spent her early 
years in Wandsworth and trained as a nurse in 
Dulwich.  She first met Tony (Tubby) Reynolds 
in the early 1940s, when her father welcomed 
friends and acquaintances into their family home 
(a practice that she maintained throughout her 
life).  They were married in April 1945.  and 
moved to   Apley House, Timsbury, near Bath in 
the mid-60s.

Bath City Women’s Morris stemmed from the folk 
related activities which Betty organised for the 
girls at Bath University Folk Dance Group while 
the men were practicing as Bath City Morris Men, 
prior to social dancing later in the evening.  

The girls began with a few sessions on longsword.  
Then, in October 1971, Betty introduced two 
morris dances: White Ladies Aston and Runcorn. 
These were both known to have been danced by 
women and had been taught at an impromptu 
workshop on “women’s ritual dance”, given by 
Roy Dommett at the Sidmouth Folk Festival that 
summer.

The two dances were performed at the public 
Bath University Ceilidhs by the women, in 
ordinary dress. Despite Betty’s hard work and 
the enthusiasm of those involved  it was all 
dismissed as a bit of a joke.  The women  found 
this frustrating and spurred them on to seek out 
new dances and have their own proper kit. 

Repertoire was the first snag to overcome.  They 
asked Tubby whether it wouldn’t be unreasonable 
for them to hunt out and learn some dances that 
were considered to be ‘suitable’ for women. They 
reached the rather unsatisfactory compromise 
that they could learn some if they liked but were 
not to perform them in public.

And so it was that the search for dances began.  
A Bath City Morris man borrowed a copy of 
one of Cecil Sharp’s Morris Books, in which Val 

Parker (who had joined the Folk Dance Group in 
December 1971) found the notation for ‘Maid of 
the Mill’ as danced in Headington, Oxfordshire.  

Val felt this seemed to be the kind of dance the 
girls were looking for and immediately telephoned 
Betty, who seemed thrilled that something 
seemed to be happening at last.  Betty promised 
to track down ‘Maid of the Mill’ through her own 
sources.  But the really significant thing about 
this telephone call was that Betty mentioned that 
there had been a women’s morris ‘side’ in the 
past, run by Mary Neal. The whole story of Mary 
Neal and the Esperance Club was news to the 
Bath City women; Betty also promised to try and 
get hold of a copy of the club’s dances.

The following Wednesday evening, dance notes 
were compared, particularly those of ‘Maid of the 
Mill’.   Mary Neal’s version proved to be rather 
disappointing.  Many of the more interesting 
parts of the dances had been replaced by 
somewhat monotonous figures, sometimes just 
dancing on the spot.  Perhaps the omitted parts 
were considered too ‘unladylike’ but the result 
was that the dances were uninteresting both to 
perform and to watch.  The Esperance dances 
were therefore abandoned and the rest of the 
evening was taken up with a discussion on kit.  
However, Betty said she would get in touch with 
Roy Dommett to see if he could suggest some 
dances.

Betty’s enquiries proved fruitful and the team was 
provided with notation for a dance known as the 
‘Keswick Stage Dance’ and yet another version 
of ‘Maid of the Mill’, this time from Ilmington.  It 
was at this stage that the women were told about 
Sam Bennett’s female team in Ilmington earlier 
in the century (c.1912), and that this dance 
had been danced by them.  Bath City Women 
agreed that their policy would be to include in 
their repertoire only dances known to have been 
performed by women at some time or other in the 
past, or which were not currently being danced 
by any men’s teams.

The side’s first performance in kit was at the 
University’s Midsummer Revels at the end of 
June 1972.  They followed this by performing at 
the Freshers’ Ceilidh in October, which resulted 

 BETTY’S ‘GELS’
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in many more recruits.  By now, the side had also 
acquired its own regular musician.

About this time, it became apparent that there 
were others interested in what Bath City was 
doing.  In particular, there were girls from Cardiff 
and from Cheltenham who were linked with their 
local male morris sides. Thus, an impromptu 
workshop for women was slotted into the 
programme of the 1973 Albert’s Out of Town 
Festival at Bath University.  It was attended by 
representatives from Cardiff, Cheltenham and 
from Oxford University, all of whom had begun 
or were destined to form women’s sides of their 
own.  Others were there almost by chance, 
having come along to the Festival to attend other 
workshops, or with male counterparts already 
involved in morris dancing.  It was there that 
Jim Reynolds (Betty’s and Tubby’s eldest son) 
introduced the women to the Wheatley tradition.

Unfortunately, the problem of the lack of 
repertoire still persisted.  It so happened that 
the men’s teams were planning an Instructional 
weekend, which the women were not permitted 
to attend but the men still wanted the women to 
do the catering. The women considered this to 
be impertinent but they said they would if the 
men would cater for them at an Instructional for 
women. The men agreed, much to the women’s 
surprise.

So Betty called once more upon Roy and, 
helpful as ever, he said he would come down 
on the weekend of March 10th 1973 to give 
the women an Instructional.  There were about 
forty girls there, from Cardiff, Cheltenham, Bath 
and Oxford.  Roy taught more dances, from 
Wheatley, Ilmington, some garland dances and 
various others.  And he showed films of present 
day North West Morris including some examples 
of ‘Fluffy Morris’.  

He also gave a talk on female involvement 
in morris generally.  A ceilidh was held in the 
evening; the Bath City Women who had managed 
to finish their kit came in costume, and it was on 
this occasion that Betty first stated how proud 
she was of ‘her gels’!  

The Instructional continued on the Sunday 
morning and, by the end of the weekend, the 
women had a fair stock of dances to work on and 
had been given an enormous boost in confidence 

and morale. And the men had done a splendid 
job of catering.  The women were very gratified 
to see how many had arrived to help.  The one 
exception was a young man holding a banner 
with the inscription ‘Keep Morris Male’.

More encouragements were to follow.  Later in 
March 1973, the Bath City Women were invited 
to accompany the newly-formed Apley Morris 
side on their first tour of the villages in the Bath 
area.  Also, a young man who had danced with 
one of the teams in Bampton had joined the Bath 
City Morris Men, and he arranged a joint tour for 
the two Bath City sides and Arnold Woodley’s 
Bampton side. 

The women were not sure how they would 
be received by an old traditional team like 
Bampton but they need not have worried. Arnold 
remembered seeing the Ilmington Ladies dancing 
in Bampton when he was a boy, so he had no 
objections to the girls dancing that tradition, and 
he even invited them to join his team in that year’s 
Whit Monday celebrations in Bampton. They 
were delighted and proud to do this.  (below).  

Around the same time, Tubby and Betty received 
a visit from the organisers of the 1973 Letterkenny 
International Folk Festival in Ireland, which they 
had taken the men’s team to in previous years.  
This time, the women were included in the 
invitation and danced at the festival.  Thus, by 
the end of 1973, Bath City Women’s Morris was 
firmly established as a side in its own right.

The impromptu workshop at the 1973 Albert’s Out 
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of Town Folk Festival at Bath University marked 
the first beginnings of the spread of women’s 
morris.  

After Roy’s instructional in March, Betty received 
a letter from some women in Chelmsford, who 
had heard rumours of women morris dancers. Val 
ran an Instructional on Ilmington and Wheatley 
for them in Chelmsford, and they joined the other 
‘pioneer’ sides at a further Instructional held later 
that year in Cheltenham. This was on November 
4th 1973 at the Cheltenham Art College, 
hosted by the local side, now called England’s 
Glory.  Once more, Roy had been asked to 
lead the Instructional but at the last minute was 
unexpectedly called away on business.  However, 
each side present at the March Instructional in 
Bath had since concentrated on a few dances 
and, amazingly, had each chosen a slightly 
different set of dances.  This meant that they 
could re-teach the dances they had learned well 
to those who had partly forgotten them.  

During the afternoon, each team displayed 
their ‘best’ or ‘favourite’ dance.  Again, these all 
proved to be different.  In fact, for a while after 
this event, there was a tacit agreement that these 
few dances would remain more or less exclusive 
to the side who had performed them there, at 
least on occasions when they were at the same 
event.

The real importance of this event, though, was of 
a different nature. Women were excluded from 
the Morris Ring, the only organisation for morris 
dancers at the time.  

In the early days at Bath, it had therefore been 
suggested many times that there should be a 
society for female morris sides but it was not 
until the teams were all together at Cheltenham 
that the idea was discussed seriously.  Everyone 
there agreed that there needed to be a channel 
of communication between the sides, to facilitate 
the giving and receiving of news and to exchange 
notes on dance and music.  It would also provide 
a central point through which events could be 
organised or advertised, and to whom new sides 
could apply for help, recognition and advice.  
Thus, the Women’s Morris Federation (WMF) 
was conceived.

It was in Betty’s dining room that the first practical 
moves were made by the Bath City Women’s 

Morris side to set up a central organisation for 
female teams.   

After putting a small advert in English Dance 
and Song, far more letters than expected arrived 
from around the country.  This eventually led to 
the inaugural meeting of the Women’s Morris 
Federation being held, again at Bath, in October 
1975.  Bath City, being a University side, had 
dispersed for the summer and the meeting was 
therefore hosted by Somerset Maids, a permanent 
Bath-based side, which had been started by 
Barbara Butler, an ex-Bath City dancer.

The weekend began on the Friday evening with 
a gathering of about a dozen sides at Midsomer 
Norton.  A short instructional was held on the 
Saturday morning and a tour arranged for the 
Saturday afternoon.  One of the novelties of 
this was a converted double-decker bus hired 
for the occasion, which had ‘Women on Tour’ 
and the itinerary on the front (see below).  This, 
along with a coach or two, was used to ferry the 
dancers from Bath to Paulton, Bradford-on-Avon 
and Trowbridge (where the bus unfortunately 
broke down!).

Following tea 
back at the 
U n i v e r s i t y , 
Roy Dommett 
showed films 
of,  the Bacup 
dancers and the 
Wishford Magna 
Faggot Dance.  
The day ended 
with a ceilidh in 

the evening. A further instructional was given by 
Roy on the Sunday morning and, in the afternoon, 
the Inaugural General Meeting of the Women’s 
Morris Federation was held. 

During the tour on the Saturday afternoon, Roy 
Dommet was overheard to say to another male 
observer that:  “I don’t know what you think about 
all this, but I know one thing; you’ll never stop 
it!”

Betty’s influence was recognised when she was 
made the first WMF President in 1975, a post 
she held for four years.  

 Val Parker & Sally Wearing
Former Bath City Morris & Morris Fed. Officers).
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Explanatory notes
The ancient ceremony was conceived in 2006 by 
Rampant Roosters John and Liz Scholey.  The 
Roosters’ home base is in the village of Brockham, 
near Dorking (Surrey) and, conveniently for us, 
Brockham boasts one of the largest Guy Fawkes 
bonfires in South East England.  Roosters, usually 
joined by our friends in Sompting Village Morris 
and Wild Hunt, dance at a nearby pub at mid day 
on the Sunday after the bonfire and, before the 
last dance, John (who, among other things is a 
town crier) proclaims the ceremonial words as we 
line up to dance Vandals of Hammerwich.  After 
the dance John leads a merry parade of dancers 
and friends to the site of the bonfire, to the tune 
of British Grenadiers.  He bids us consign our 
sticks to the embers and we joyfully throw all the 

Through the swirling mists of early November 
a bell clangs to summon morris dancers to the 
ancient ceremony of the Burning of the Sticks.  
We take up our positions for the final dance of 
the season, grasping for the last time the sticks 
which have served us so well all summer long.  
We salute them with these words:

“We take our dancing sticks from the trees.
We must never forget that in the very fibre of 
these sticks tree spirits are held captive,
Spirits that have accompanied us through every 
dance,
Spirits that have guided and guarded us,
Spirits that have waited patiently for their 
release”

When the dance is done we process solemnly 
to the glowing embers of a massive bonfire.  We 
form a circle around it and, at the signal, we hurl 
our sticks in one thrust on to the fire, with the 
invocation:

“Wood become flame
Sticks become ashes
Tree spirits take your freedom!
Dancers all, take your leave!
Prepare to practice your dances for next year.
Take others with you and teach them the dances 
and the ways of the Morris.
The dance season is ended!”

As the smoke eddies and the flames take hold 
we spend a moment in quiet contemplation of 
the powers which have guided us during the past 
season.  The spirits are finally released to soar to 
the woods whence they came.  

STICKS TO ASHES

broken sticks from the summer season, watching 
as they catch light.  After a final drink, we return 
home with our good sticks and have them ready 
for our Boxing Day and New Year’s Day stands.  
See www.rampantroostermorris.co.uk for details 
of these.

Ann Wade, Scribe, Rampant Rooster 
Morris

Thanks to John Scholey for permission 
to quote his words.

(Above) Rooster Ken Tucky prepares 
to release the spirit of his stick
(Left) RR + SVM: Rampant Rooster 
Morris and Sompting Village Morris 
gather for their post-Guy Fawkes stand 
on Brockham Village Green, Surrey 

(Roosters must get through a hell of a lot of 
sticks in a season ! - Editor)
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260 miles, to be precise!  Long-time member of 
Dorking based Rampant Rooster Morris, Keith 
Myles, is moving from Sussex to Lancashire and 
feels, not unreasonably, that he will no longer be 
able to attend regular weekly practices.  Keith will 
remain a member and he hopes to visit from time 
to time and to join in our practices and stands.  
Rampant Rooster Morris was formed in July 1993 
with the aim “to dance, have fun and to entertain”.  
Keith also made this his personal objective 
and has pursued it with great commitment and 
enthusiasm ever since he joined the side at its 
second practice.  

Keith writes: 
From the start I became “Stickman” (I loved that 
title) and Archivist and held these positions for 
15 years.  In those days there were very few 
members and I carried all the 
sticks around.  Subsequently 
the membership grew 
considerably and members 
became responsible for their 
own sticks, making it a much 
easier task.  I have never held 
any other position although I 
was once asked if I wished 
to be Squire. I declined. I 
subsequently found out there 
were no other takers!
I have many good friends 
within and beyond the 
“Roosters”, and I have been 
especially close to Sompting 
Village Morris, a particularly 
fun side, and I danced with 
them for a couple of seasons. 
My only criticism was that they 
danced the “same” dances as 
the Roosters, but differently!  
It’s still great fun when the 
two sides meet and we can 
usually rely on SVM for a good 
music session!
I have so many special memoires, but I would 
just mention these:-
· Roosters’ first Boxing Day, with no kit yet, 
but an “L” plate and rather silly hat with ribbons
· Early Potties Festivals with Hook Eagles 
and Flagcrackers amongst others,  Roosters 
dancing Eynsham at breakneck speed outside 

Sheringham Station, and dancing at Cromer Pier 
entrance with a very large audience looking down 
from the terraces
· May Day dawn awakenings on Box Hill 
and around Dorking, including a 6 man dance on 
a very small traffic island in the High Street
· The Sweeps Festivals at Rochester and, 
more recently, the Golden Star weekend in 
Norfolk
· The Roosters’ seventh anniversary ale
· The Trafalgar Square celebration of 
the exemption of morris from the licensing 
requirements
· Three Morris weddings where both 
partners were Morris people, resulting in truly 
Morris days
· The Sompting Village Morris ales and, at 
the last ale, winning a rosette as second prize 
for… knobbly knees!
· And, just recently, Roosters taking part 
in the show “ Seasons:  the wheel of life” in 

Charlwood Village Hall as 
part of the Mole Valley Arts 
Alive Season

We are moving to Rufford 
in Lancashire to be close 
our daughter and her 
family.  I firmly believe 
that “Morris” is addictive 
and I shall probably look 
into joining another side 
nearer my new home.   I 
am still a member of the 
Roosters and intend to 
keep in touch, and I would 
hope to meet up in the 
future when visiting family 
“down south”. I will always 
remember the attractions 
of the dancing and music 
sessions, together with a 
super group of sociable 
people.”

We will always remember you Keith, as a first-
rate Rooster and an inspiration to us all. Keith 
can be contacted at The Coach House, Liverpool 
Road, Rufford L40 1SB.

Ann Wade
 
Photo: Keith with Neil Stedman, Foreman of Sompting 
Village Morris.

MYLES AWAY
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Nicola Rushton, in her reminiscences of her time 
as a Federation officer, recalls that the dancers’ 
diary section of the Newsletter once stretched 
to four pages. In recent issues, and certainly 
since I’ve taken over, the diary/coming events 
has shrunk considerably to perhaps only half a 
page. 
 
I can’t believe that there a far fewer Morris events 
being organised by member clubs, but I can only 
publish details if I actually receive the information 
in the first place.

I would, on the other hand, face a dilemma if 
I were to receive the full programme of dance 
events from all 400 plus Federation teams. It 
would obviously be impracticable to list in full all 
such details unless you wanted  a huge tome 
to arrive at your bagperson’s door every three 
months and a huge increase in subscriptions to 
cover printing and postage !

In any case, whom do we wish to target with the 
information?  The Newsletter is very useful for 
giving advance notice of  weekends of dance, 
special days of celebration, etc. which other sides 
may wish to attend.  As a means of reaching out to 
the general public, however, to inform them about 
where Morris dancing  displays are happening,  
the Newsletter would be pretty useless, even 
though it is available on line. 

A recent enquiry from a Federation member 
raised the issue of how a member of the public 
could find out about forthcoming morris dancing 
displays in a particular area or on a particular 
date. It’s unlikely the member was referring 

WHERE IT’S ALL HAPPENING
Newsletter 

Editor 
Colin 

Andrews, 
considers 

some 
issues 

concerning 
publicity 

for Morris 
Events

to a local situation where the press, published 
programmes and posters may still be effective. 
I know from experience however that you could 
plaster every telegraph pole in some villages and 
you’d still only get one man & his dog, whereas 
another village everybody would turn out to 
watch just by word of mouth. 

However, I digress. The obvious answer, on the 
face of it, would be to set up a database on the 
internet on which Joe or Jane Public could click 
a button, and, bingo, there’s a full list of all morris 
dancing on a given date or in a given location !

Ummm ... who’s going to have the time to enter all 
the information, even given that such a website 
could be constructed and that all sides were 
scrupulously efficient in providing the data. It took 
Kevin, our web-editor, a considerable amount of 
time and effort to set up the Sidefinder facility, 
encompassing all three Morris organisations - 
and that’s apart from keeping it up to date. 

I suggested, in all  innocence, that perhaps 
member sides could upload  their own 
programmes to such a hypothetical database, 
unaware of the can of worms that might be 
opened.  Passwords for 800 odd teams, security 
checks, potential for abuse  and a multitude of 
other valid objections. 

So what can be done?  There is already a site 
www.simplywhatson.com, where folk activities 
can be posted, though very limited at present 
in Morris content. Teams could perhaps make 
greater use of Sidefinder. If all sides had a web 
page, however simple, with their published 
programme linked to Sidefinder then anyone 
with a little determination could find out what was 
going on in any specific area of the country. There 
is also the possibility of greater use of social 
networking sites like MySpace & Facebook. 
Basically, however, it’s up to individual clubs to 
promote their activities effectively.

In the meantime, I’m quite happy to act as a 
point of reference if member clubs wish to send 
me their programme, electronically or by post. I’ll 
happily publish details of future key events in the 
Newsletter, but for your weekly dance outs you’ll 
have to rely on your own initiatives.
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CULTURAL OLYMPIAD
 If you are interested in getting involved in the London 2012 Cultural Olympiad I recommend that 
you read through briefing number 4 in a series of  Once in a Lifetime briefings which is freely 
available to download at www.voluntaryarts.org/2012 and then look at the case studies of some of 
the organisations that have got involved.
 
If you are inspired by anything there and would like to discuss your ideas please get in touch.I can 
offer support to umbrella body voluntary arts organisations planning to apply for the Inspire Mark 
for their projects, so you are welcome to contact me to talk things through.
 
I would love to know of any ways in which you have already been involved or plan to be involved 
in the Cultural Olympiad - please let me know about your ideas, even if they are at very early 
stages.
 
Helen Thomas 
Once in a Lifetime Project Officer   020 7422 8289   Mobile 07827 512367
Email: helen@voluntaryarts.org | helen@makingmusic.org.uk
Voluntary Arts, Once in a Lifetime Project Office, c/o Making Music, 2-4 Great Eastern Street, 
London EC2A 3NW

 A few years ago Anne and Dennis from Yorkshire Chandelier left Sheffield to set up home in France. 
It was suggested that the team could visit them sometime, and we decided at our AGM to go this 
year. 7 of us made it part of a holiday by going out before the event using cars and ferries and 4 flew 
from East Midlands to Poitiers on Friday and back on Sunday.

Anne told us that the town they live in has an annual festival in May and we could possibly dance 
during the weekend. We had been invited to dance on Saturday in a pretty park with a fishing lake, 
play ground and picnic area. This venue was one of several stops on a long walk for hundreds of 
villagers/visitors for the  ‘Fete du Pain’ in Clesse, de Sevre region. During our warm up practice, 
testing the boards provided and the hard pathway surface, we were given some hors-d’oeuvres, jug 
of wine and bottles of water. At each stop, usually at a ‘tourist attraction or someone’s farm barn’  

food and wine was served (a different course at each 
place). The walk set off around 6pm from the Town Hall 
and ended around midnight. We tried dancing for each 
group of 40/50 people as they arrived to get the ‘toast 
and white beans,’ barbecued meat,and wine served 
from a marquee. The walkers looked quite comical with 
a tin mug on string hung round their necks, or from a 
belt, for the numerous drinks of wine. It worked out as 
quite a long dance spot, especially as the weather was 
glorious, sun shining most of the evening, it seemed 
late when we were offered some of the leftovers, before 
joining everyone at the last venue. The finale was in a 
valley with various food and drinks stalls, a good mixture 

of music from different bands/groups, then a firework display. Yorkshire Chandelier members could 
take no more after the last sparkle in the sky so we said our goodbyes and thanks to the Mayor, and 
then went our way, some to campsites and others to stay with Anne and Dennis.
 
Anne emailed us after the trip with encouraging feed back and to say that next time, the Mayor would 
like us to stay longer to join in more events

 Stella Roddis

YORKSHIRE CHANDELIER IN FRANCE
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A.G.M. DAY OF DANCE 
PHOTOGRAPHS

more on back page

Clockwise from top left:  Oyster, Headcorn, Seven Champions, Rablle Folk Theatre, St Clements Clog.
All photographs taken by  Mike Everett & Colin Andrews.  

Apologies to any dancers or musicians cropped out of the picture !

K.J.M Rapper Swords 
 
                 High  
         Quality Product 

 

 
Revolving & fixed 
walnut handles 

With brass ferrules 
 

Each sword £32 
              +£15 carriage 
        Replacement blades £18 
Oil and oiler kit free with full set 

 
                               Swords made to desired lengths 

         
 
       Made to order in  
         approximately 
            4-6 weeks 

 
 
 

                               Purpose made carrying  
                                 bag £18 

                                   
Cheques can be made payable to KJM Rapper Swords and sent to: 
J Killner, 3a Manor Close, Bursledon, Southampton, Hants. SO31 8EU 
 
Contact: King John’s Morris Men for further details on 02380 406233 

E-mail jimmiekillner444@sky.com 
 

                   www.king-johns-morris.org.uk 



Morris Federation A.G.M. Day of Dance,
Maidstone, 25th September, 2010

Oyster ChelmsfordMad Jacks

Boughton 
Monchelsea

Kettlebridge Wolfs Head & Vixen

MarlinsDitchling Maenads

Hannah’s Cat Motley
Bishop Gundulfs


